Roof Consultation
Benefit from hiring a Master Roofing Expert for an objective
and professional report. Over 40 years first hand
experience and an extensive resume with certification in all
types of roofing gives you comfort knowing you have a
dedicated Pro looking out for you. We provide a complete
roof analysis as well as moisture and leak detection.

Going Green
We have teamed up with several manufacturers who
can provide green options to suit your sustainable
roofing needs. We offer renewable eco-conscious
roof solutions. Ask about our garden roof available
for low-sloped roofs! Partner with "Cool" roofing
materials, and you will notice a comfortable difference
in your energy savings for years to come.

Emergency Leak Repair
A leaking roof can cause devastating amounts of damage.
No matter the type or style of roof, we provide leak repair
for all residential and commercial roofs. A new roof not in
the budget? We will give an honest opinion on the amount
of life that remains in your current system. A repair can
sometimes give you many more years of use and we
promise not to use a high-pressure sales tactic to sell you
something you don't need.

Proactive Maintenance Plan
You take your car in for routine maintenance and you go to
the doctor for checkups... Why not take an active role in the
care and upkeep of the very thing that protects your
building, houses your valuable assets, and keeps loved
ones safe and healthy. With a repeating six month visit we
will keep an eye out for any potential issues to prevent
them from becoming big problems.

Historic Restoration
With an appreciation for the architectural past, DACA stays
true to the historic integrity of a structure while embracing
new and innovative ideas for the future. We use old world
techniques from true Master Craftsmen, and employ the best
eco-friendly options and modern scientific applications for a
sustainable future.
With DACA, you get the finest combination of
Craftsmanship, Experience, and Honesty. You get...

Excellence in Roofing

Excellence in Roofing
Member of Roof Consultant's Alliance

DACA, Inc.
Midwest Roofing Division
P.O. Box 535
Baldwin City, KS 66006
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DACA Roof Restoration of Historic
Baldwin City First United Methodist
Church

Excellence in Roofing

Liberty Hall & Sunflower Bike Shop
Lawrence, KS
DACA replaced the existing roof with a 60mil
Extreme TPO membrane. After completion, we
installed thin film solar panels for electrical
generation. The solar panels help mitigate the
building's large energy requirements. Using a white
reflective roofing membrane is a must for energy
efficiency.

Art in the Roof - Stone Slate

Metal Standing Seam Roof

Deltec Round House

Stone Cottage - Stone Slate Roof

Baldwin City, KS
Metal Standing Seam is a popular lowmaintenance choice for many homes. It has a
clean and charming look.

Lawrence, KS
This eco-friendly home of the future is completely
circular and built green with sustainable, energy
efficient materials. The recycled aluminum
shingle-style roof system is designed specifically
for the Deltec home package and boasts a cool
roof coating to keep temperatures and costs low.

Baldwin City, KS
This beautiful stone cottage was in need of a new
roof. DACA installed imported Spanish slate and
added our personal touch with some red slate and
accenting designs, while restoring the historic
home's original charm and grace.

Buckhead, GA
While you may commonly see art designs in slate
on a vertical wall in Germany, it is very rare indeed
to see it set into the roof as you see here. One of
the most challenging aspects of working with
natural stone slate is shaping it to the will of the
Artisan. Weaving it into a roof while maintaining
watertight integrity in this matching design was the
culmination of many years of expertise.

Victorian Home of E.T. Webb
Webb City, MO
Elijah Thomas Webb: This is one of the most
beautiful and amazing homes we have had the
pleasure to help revive. The 135 year old house
was in need of new copper valleys and broken
slate replacement. We matched the slate and
restored the roof to its former glory.

